
B Duty Sheet I – Rifle, Pistol & Running Target European 
Championships
“Duty Sheet I” applicable for all Rifle, Pistol and Running Target European Championships.

B.1 Duties of SIUS

Range / Material
B.1.1 To provide, set up (and later dismantle) the electronic targets and to run all the necessary 

equipment during the European Shooting Championships up to the following maximum number of 
lanes, if not already in existence:
10m: 90 targets
10m Running Target:   4 targets
25m: 40 targets
50m: 70 targets
300m: 30 targets

B.1.2 To be liable for transportation for the provided material including transport insurance.
B.1.3 To manage installation, test and later dismantling of lent equipment.
B.1.4 To be liable for wear material, rubber, paper rolls and plastic target cards for all provided targets.
B.1.5 To provide, install and dismantle computers, printers, cables for the complete outfit of all 10m, 25m, 

50m and 300m ranges.
B.1.6 To provide one VGA-Projector per range, to show intermediate rankings.

Software
B.1.7 To provide start lists, based on the entries (downloaded from the ISSF accreditation web site and 

as per latest changes reported by the organizers accreditation), but supported by the technical 
delegate or competition manager, because of detailed schedule and usage of the ranges etc.

B.1.8 To provide up to date SIUS/ISSF software, including all rule changes for all ISSF events.
B.1.9 To provide results on the web-site “results.sius.com” for each event. SIUS additionally provides pdf 

documents in printed and electronic form for the organizer and sends the official xml format to the 
ISSF for each event.

Manpower
B.1.10 To be liable for a range inspection by one technician.
B.1.11 To provide an adequate number of competition technicians during training and championships. 

(Normally one SIUS hardware technician and one SIUS competition officer per competition venue 
in simultaneous use)

B.1.12 To supervise the maintenance of SIUS equipment owned by the organizer and to ensure its full 
functionality during the European Championship.

B.2 Duties of the organizing federation, thereafter called 
”Organizer”

Range / Material
B.2.1 Support the transport of shipped material, especially handling with clearance and storage before 

and after the competition.
B.2.2 To pay the transportation cost of the lent material as per outlay.
B.2.3 Insure the value of the rented material against theft and damage during the competition.
B.2.4 Prepare the range including any installed SIUS targets, according to the SIUS advice before arrival 

of the SIUS technicians. (Maintenance, wear material for the own targets, as well as bullet traps 
and backing targets for all targets, are to be provided by the organizer).

B.2.5 Provide one screen (2m x 1,6m) for ranking display per range or adequate PC's and TV screens to 
present the results to the audience.

B.2.6 Provide at least one Windows PC (English setup) per competition range, including dual VGA-Ports, 
to drive the ranking system and optionally one of the VGA-Scoreboards.

B.2.7 To prepare the range(s) according to the ISSF Technical Rules. The organizer is responsible to 
maintain the existing electronic targets and to order repair or replacement of broken parts in 
advance.

B.2.8 To manage the ISSF supervised test of the equipment (ISSF Rule 6.3.2.8)
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Manpower
B.2.9 Keep two reliable technically skilled people (native language and English speaking) at SIUS's 

disposal, to give assistance during installation, dismantling and maintenance work, before, during 
and after the competition.

B.2.10 Keep one software engineer (good IT skilled) at SIUS's disposal, to assist operation of the 
computer during the championships.

B.2.11 Provide an IT specialist knowing the local installation, to ensure high quality network and internet 
connection. Accurate download and upload rates are mandatory for international competitions.

B.2.12 Provide range officers according to the ISSF Technical Rules and operators for the machinery.

Others
B.2.13 Pay to SIUS the fee agreed by the ESC Presidium for the following European Championships: 

Services Rental Maximum

ECH 25/50m, rifle and pistol, all categories

ECH 25/50m, rifle pistol, junior categories

ECH 300m, rifle

ECH 10m, rifle, pistol and running target

EURO 20'000

EURO 15'000

EURO 14'000

EURO 15'000

Euro 5'000

Euro 5'000

Euro 5'000

Euro 5'000

Transportation of rental material
as per actual 

expenses invoice

If the number of SIUS competition technicians can be reduced because the Organizer can support 
the team by a reliable certified person (License A for SIUS Competitions), the service fee will be 
reduced by 2000 Euro.

B.2.14 Provide airline tickets (including range inspection day), free local transportation, accommodation 
(single rooms) and meal tickets before (installation phase), during and after (dismantling phase) the 
championships for each SIUS technician. It should be taken in consideration that dinner can be in 
late evening hours because of the competition schedule and maintenance work after the shooting 
finished.

B.2.15 In case of non-compliance of duties by an Organizer, SIUS is allowed to charge the Organizer as 
follows:

Missing support for mantling and dismantling, per day per person 
(regarding to B.2.11)

EURO 400

Missing engineer during the competition, per day
(regarding to B.2.11, B.2.12, B.2.13)

EURO 400

Rental costs for missing screens for projection of results EURO 400

Missing accommodation, per day per SIUS technician EURO 150

Unprovided meals, per day per SIUS technician EURO 60

Costs for rental car, if transportation is missing as per actual 
expenses invoice

Traveling expenses

B.2.16 In case of non-compliance of duties by SIUS, the Organizer is allowed to charge SIUS as follows:

Competition had to be rescheduled to another day because of SIUS fault. EURO 1000

B.2.17 Nominate SIUS as “Official Sponsor of the European Championship”. 
B.2.18 Provide advertising possibilities up to an amount of 5'000 Euro free of charge. As minimum an 

exhibition stand, advertising space for two advertisement of 4m x 1m per range, advertisement in 
mailings, and advertisement behind the athletes during the medal ceremony is given. The organizer 
takes notice, that the very low services and rental fees are only possible, because SIUS AG 
reduced the fees in B2.13 by more than 20'000 EURO compared to the real costs. 

B.2.19 Disagreements between the organizer and SIUS of this Duty Sheet must be put before the ESC 
President / Vice President for negotiations between the parties.
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C Duty Sheet II – Shotgun European Championships
“Duty Sheet II” applicable for all Shotgun European Championships. 

C.1 Duties of SIUS
C.1.1 To provide start lists, based on the entries (downloaded from the ISSF accreditation web site and 

as per latest changes reported by the organizers accreditation) but supported by the technical 
delegate or competition manager, because of detailed schedule and usage of the ranges, schemas, 
etc.

C.1.2 To provide up to date SIUS/ISSF software, including all rule changes for all ISSF events.
C.1.3 To provide intermediate rankings on demand (update interval depends on the available installation).
C.1.4 To provide results on the web-site “results.sius.com” for each event. SIUS additionally provides pdf 

documents in printed and electronic form for the organizer and sends the official xml format to the 
ISSF for each event.

C.1.5 If possible, SIUS will provide interfaces to read shot by shot information in electronic form. 
However, if no interface exists to the installed shotgun hardware, manual scoring is possible only.

C.1.6 To provide VGA-signal showing start lists, intermediates and results.
C.1.7 To provide one competition officer during pre event training and the championships.

C.2 Duties of the organizer

Range / Material
C.2.1 To provide a fully functional shotgun range, fulfilling all technical needs and ISSF rules, to hold the 

competitions.
C.2.2 To provide necessary space for a two person indoor office (table, chairs, power plugs, internet 

access and up to date laser printer).
C.2.3 To provide accurate Windows PC or Laptop (English setup) ready, to install the ranking software.

Manpower
C.2.4 To pay to SIUS the fee decided by the ESC Presidium

Competition officer for ECH shotgun EURO 2'500

C.2.5 Provide airline tickets (including range inspection day), free local transportation, accommodation 
(single rooms) and meal tickets during the championships for the SIUS technician. It should be 
taken in consideration that dinner can be in late evening hours, because of the competition 
schedule.

C.2.6 Keep one software engineer (good IT skilled) at SIUS's disposal, to assist operation of the 
computer during the championships.

C.2.7 Provide an IT specialist knowing the local installation, to ensure high quality network and internet 
connection. Accurate download and upload rates are mandatory for international competitions.

Others
C.2.8 In case of non-compliance of duties by an Organizer, SIUS is allowed to charge the Organizer as 

follows:

Missing engineer during the competition, per day (regarding C.2.6) EURO 400

Missing accommodation, per day per SIUS technician EURO 150

Unprovided meals, per day per SIUS technician EURO 60

Costs for rental car, if transportation is missing as per actual 
expenses invoice

Traveling expenses

C.2.9 In case of non-compliance of duties by SIUS, the Organizer is allowed to charge SIUS as follows:

Competition had to be rescheduled to another day because of SIUS fault. EURO 1000

C.2.10 Nominate SIUS as “Official Sponsor of the European Championship”. 
C.2.11 Provide advertising possibilities up to an amount of 5'000 Euro free of charge. As minimum an 

exhibition stand, advertising space for two advertisement of 4m x 1m per range, advertisement in 
mailings, and advertisement behind the athletes during the medal ceremony is given. The organizer 
takes notice, that the very low services and rental fees are only possible, because SIUS AG 
reduced the fees in C2.4 by more than 10'000 EURO compared to the real costs. 

C.2.12 Disagreements between the organizer and SIUS of this Duty Sheet must be put before the ESC 
President / Vice President for negotiations between the parties.
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